TEST/PROCESS ENGINEER
Radar Solutions is a Belgian engineering company active in the domain of air traffic control (ATC) and air
defense radar. Radar Solutions is part of the Belgian Inventive Engineering Group of Companies which
includes Intersoft Electronics and Advionics in Belgium and subsidiaries in Australia, China, UK and the US.
It is our mission to create and deliver cutting edge solutions in the field of Radar systems and Radar test
equipment and enable our customers to achieve comprehensive and reliable radar surveillance
performance. Our products and services are used worldwide by civil and military organizations and Radar
manufacturers.
Our Engineering department is currently looking for a Test/Process Engineer.

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION


You will join the Radar Solutions Engineering department,



Responsible for:



collect and define test requirements for our products in corporation with our Customer (mainly Intersoft
Electronics),



provide input to the test lead, who implements your tests in our test framework,



provide input to the test tool developer, who maintains our test framework,



define and maintain the production process to build our products.



follow up quality issues, aid in troubleshooting, revise test procedures and propose hardware changes
whenever needed.



Together with your colleagues, you strive to meet or exceed the quality objectives of Radar Solutions.



You develop a thorough understanding of our product line.

PROFILE


Minimum degree : master in electronics or equal through experience,



Experience with:



electronics hardware,



test equipment (oscilloscope, spectrum analyzer, waveform generator, multi-meter...),



Quality minded, well organized and punctual worker,



Must be versatile and flexible,



Team-player with hands-on mentality,



Good computer skills (Windows, Word, Excel),



Good knowledge of the English language is a must,



Knowledge or interested in EMC is a plus,



Long term commitment

Test/Process Engineer

OUR OFFER
You will join our company working in a high-tech engineering, test, and production environment and fulfil a
critical role in assuring the quality of our manufactured products. Depending on your skills, expertise,
flexibility, and ambitions, you will get the opportunity to help grow the company.
Your salary will be competitive and evolve according to your experience, commitment and results.
Please send your CV and a letter of motivation to jobs@radar-solutions.be
https://www.linkedin.com/company/radarsolutions/

